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CHEMISTRY
«ater ii GO (carbon dioxide) NH, and HC1
The ibnormal phjs>ical properties of water are
due to the extensive hydrogen bonding which
exists m its liquid and solid forms Indeed ice
is the most perfectlv hi drogen bonded structure
and limud water appears to letam some of thia
regular crvstallme order the mam difference being
that such crystalline regions ue short lived
forming and meltmg many mill on times every
Bncoiul Ne\ erthele s a, snapshot of short enough
e\r>o lire would no doubt reveal ice like regions
in liquid water
ORGANIC CHEraSTBY—THE CHEMISTRY
OF  CARBON COMPOUNDS
Of all the hundred odd elements which are now
know 11 and whose properties have been studied in
detail caibon is unique m the nunner m which
it can combine with itself to give rise to very iai"e
molecule^ (poUniera) which cau have molecular
weights of several millions Carbon compounds
form the basis of the substances which m ike up
linn,, organisms and thus the chemistry of
c irbon compounds is known as organic chemistry
Inference to Table 1 (P 3i shows that carbon i&
capable ot terming 4 covalent bonds and the
simplest organic cornpoui d is methane CH4 (the
mam constituent of North Sea gas) The hydrogen
atom, are capable of being replaced by other
atom> or group? of atoms including carbon
lhu> h\ replacing one of the C—H bonds by a
C—C bond CH, CH3 (or C H9) can be obtained
This proceoo can cintinue and result m long
chiins of carbon itom& and the compounds so
obtained form a series whose general formula is
CnH n-| where n is any whole number The
compound C8H1S is 1-nown as octane and forms
the ba&is of petrol hp laigei members of the
senes are the paraffin waxes Starting atam
from methane and replacing one hydrogen atom
by oxjKen + Indiogen o that the carbon is
covaleuth bonded to the oxygen methyl alcohol
CH3OH is obtained Once again this is the fir t
member of a series the alcohols whose second
member C H6OII (ethj 1 alcohol) forms the basis
of all alcoholic drinks
In addition to ordinary 2 election covalent
bonds carbon also forms bonds involving 4 and
6 shaied electrons These bonds are much less
stable than the ordinary covalent bonds so that
compounds possessing them are extremely re
active Carbon atom chains cm also form side
branches or closed rings visually containing o or
6 carbon atoms, Furthermore the important
group of aromatic compounds are based on ben
zene C^EL^ m which the 6 carbon atoms form a
planar rang and each has one hydrogen atom
bonded to it The remaining electrons form a
mobile pool so that the whole molecule is easily
polarised and can be made to react with many
other substances It follows that a large variety
of compounds can be obtained using on]v the
elements carbon hydrogen and oxygen If the
elements nitrogen phosphorus sulphur are m
eluded as well as chlorine bromine and iodine
the number of possible compounds becomes even
Hreei Table 2 provides some examples of
classes of organic compounds and their occur
rence m nature or their industrial application
lo achieve the growth of molecules by the
elonration of the carbon chains is not usually
feasible technically although in nature this is a
common process brought about by enzymes
(F25(l)) However some molecules especially
those with four or six electron bonds can react
with one another to form polymers In addition
manj molecules can be made to react (condense)
to form more complex molecules with the eluni
nation of a simple molecule such as water or
ammonia Examples of the latter type of poly
mer are the proteins which are composed of
ammo acid units (Table 2) the polysacchandes
(carbohydrates) such as starch and cellulose
made ub of condensed sugar molecules (Table 8)
and synthetic condensation polymers of acids and
alcohols known as polyesters eg Terylene
Additional polymers also figure largely in chemical
technology examples being polyvmjl chloride
(PVC) polyoleflnes (eg polythene) and poly
styrene
 THE WORLD OF SCIENCE
CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Laws Governing Chemical Reactions
Large amounts of eneigy are locked up within
molecules and some of this energy is used up in
chemical reaction Like other forms of enertj
(eg electrical and mechanical) it is subject to
certain lows such as the law of conservation of
energy which states, that energv cannot be created
or destroyed but can be converted from one form
to another Thus part of the chemical energj
during the reaction ma* be converted into heat
and this is freauently the case (P17)
Another -very importan law deals with the
extent to •which a chemical reaction will proceed
liie reaction of nitrogen with hydrogen which
combine to give ammonia forms the basis of the
fixation of atmospheric mtroten in the manu
facture of fertilisers The two gases combine m
the molecular ratio of 1 3 two molecules of
ammonia beuy, produced % e N 4- -4H = 2NH3
However ammonia also decomposes to form
nitrogen and hydrogen and at a certam stage the
rates of the two opposing reactions will be equal
and the mi"' ture is then said to be it equilibrium
.The position of the equilibrium ^ e the amount
of ammonia formed can be influenced bv changes
in temperature pressure 01 the amounts of the
reactmf substances and the law of chemical
eqmhnnuni statei that if any factor governing
an equihbiium is altered then the equilibrium will
shift in an attempt to countei the imposed
alteration Thi^ m the ammonia synthesis if
ammonia is removed then more nitrogen and
hydrogen will react in trying to re establish the
equilibrium Furthermore the reaction between
hjdiogen and nitiogen proceeds with the evo
lution of heat so it the temperature of the gas
mixture is raised (t e heat is added) then the
equilibrium will readiust itself in an attempt to
nullify the imposed change and accordingly some
ammonia will decompose into hydrogen and
nitrogen because this process absorbs heat
The hwh governing the influence of temperature
pressure and chemical composition on leactions,
are termed chemical thermodynamics and the
effects described can be calculated in quantitative
terms &ome of the problems of chemical
engineering are concerned with maximising yields
of chemical reactions while a* the same time
reconciling the necessary conditions with the
economics of the process e g cost of plant
materials and fuel
One other important consideration is the speed
with which chemical reactions proceed and the
tune taken to reach equilibrium (chemical Lin
etics) This cannot be predicted by the laws of
chemical thermodynamics According to thermo
dynamic calculations gaseous hydrogen and
oxygen will react to form liquid water but this
reaction is so slow that even in a million j ears not
very much water would be formed
Catalysts
Molecules react as a result of collisions during
which the energy due to the collision must be
channelled into the chemical bond which is to be
broken or to be made Although at ordinary
pressuie and temperature molecules collide many
million times every second if all these collisions
were to result in chemical reaction then all re
actions would occur with explosive violence In
tact only a very small number of collisions are of
a high enough energy for reaction to take place
Ihis eneigy termed the energy of activation is
therefore an important factor contiolllng the rate
of a, chemical reaction The combination of
hydiogen and oxygen normallj has a large energy
ot activation and the two gases do not react to
form water although thermodynamics predicts
that the reaction is feasible Reaction rates can
be increased i e the activation energy lowered
if certain aolids aie added on which one or
several of the reacting species are adsorbed The
bond formed between the added solid (eg
platinum) and the reacting gas is strong enough
to weaken other bonds In the molecules so that
on collision with another molecule reaction takes
place more readily The solid, which itself does
not participate in the chemical reaction is called a
calalyst Its function is to promote chemical

